Jonathan Coe's What a Carve Up! lifts its title from a campy 1960s horror film, a slasher comedy the 1994 novel raids to satirize the economic and social cuts of Margaret Thatcher's premiership. The Thatcher years targeted the postwar consensus on social welfare and nationalized industries and services. These transformations were aimed at stimulating enterprise and finance sectors but severely impacted the lower and middle classes. Coe's novel uses its generic source to offer furious indictment of the prime minister and the impact her economic slashing had on Britain. The novel personalizes these wounds through the complex relations between novelist Michael Owen (Carve Up's narrator) and the aristocratic Winshaw family. Owen is hired to chronicle the Winshaws, whose Conservative members lead a vast array of Thatcherite projects in politics, finance, the media, industrial agriculture, and trade in art and arms. As Owen discovers, these projects, manifestations of Conservative slashing, are indirectly responsible for personal wounds he suffersmost especially the deaths of loved ones that bring home the realities of Thatcherism. The novel's censure of the Winshaws condemns Thatcher's policies and the social, economic, and cultural climate she brought into being. Because of their enthusiastic enactment of Tory policies-and their support for Thatcher's government-the novel's portrait of the Winshaws systematically denounces a nation focused on the bottom line drive of "value for money." This harsh judgment is delivered in a format sprawling over a wide range of forms, intertexts, and themes, a fragmented structure refracting the novel's politics and highlighting their relation to Owen as "writer" and narrator. Ultimately Owen, as a man of letters, is impacted by writing just as he crafts worlds and histories through his words, a mirroring dissolving the divide between realms of the fictional and the real. 
complicity in allowing a nightmare world to come into being but finally suggest Owen's writing itself as means of taking up battle.
Jonathan Coe is a rising star in contemporary British fiction, one whose early publication career much resembles that of his narrator Michael Owen: novels about nonmetropolitan characters trying to establish themselves, more commercial biographies about public figures. What a Carve Up! was his fourth novel and marked his arrival on the literary scene, garnering the John Llewellyn Rhys Prize for the best work of fiction by an author under 35. It was also his first fictional work to offer an explicit and extended engagement with postwar British politics: later novels The Rotters' Club (2001) , winner of the Bollinger Everyman Wodehouse award for comic writing, and its sequel The Closed Circle (2004) built on the political focus of Carve Up by bookending the Thatcher years, offering accounts of the 1970s and then the 1990s up until the second Gulf War. Coe's politics are much defined by the changing Britain represented in What a Carve Up!: the unraveling of postwar consensus in the 1970s due to economic and political crisis, Thatcher's attempts to systemically destroy the institutions of the welfare state-and the outrage thus engendered. Such a situation demanded the lethal comedy characterizing Coe's political satire, a balancing act of anger and humor. Here Coe's impetus for the novel was taking the title from Pat Jackson's 1961 film and giving it yet another twist: "The way into it [the novel] . . . was to write about the films I'd been obsessed with when I was a child, the one I recalled most strongly being that film, and when I made that choice to use it, the political idea immediately came to be at the same time, because I thought What a Carve Up is the title I want for a novel about the Thatcher years" (quoted in Moseley 2001, p. 71). Coe's novel then derives its odd blend of affects and genres from the original film, one whose unstable mixture was manifest even in the title: a "carve up" is a division or sectioning, an act that could be a social event (as in the cutting up of a large piece of meat at a dinner party) as well as the gory murders punctuating the movie. Coe added a political dimension by stressing the carving up of formerly public institutions under Thatcher, industries and services such as British Steel and British Telecom that were broken up and privatized. Linking Thatcher to a film oddly fusing comedy and horror, the title positions Coe's novel as an angry satire framing the Thatcher era as a gross inversion of social values, a distorted mirrorworld simultaneously comic and tragic, one that sold off public goods for private gain.
The novel is intricately plotted, weaving Winshaw family history (as both narrative and text) into the life of narrator Owen. A prologue
